This paper discusses the development of a series of models that ultimately leads to an unusual simulation approach to modeling automated guided vehicles on a factory floor.
INTRODUCTION
In the early days of cartoons, paths of flocks or herds of animals were scripted, or placed frame by frame according to the whim of the animator. About a decade ago, the scripting paradigm changed due to advances in computer animation. An innovative approach to defining the paths of birds in a flock was invented by Craig Reynolds (Reynolds 1987) . The flock is a simulated particle system in which birds are treated as individual objects. Each bird is an independent actor, or intelligent agent, that navigates according to rules on how to avoid nearby obstacles.
Particle system theory is applicable to many areas of mathematical and computer modeling. Models of insect swarms have been documented in the literature. Research on motor vehicles that drive themselves requires complex algorithms to calculate routes and prevent collisions in real time.
Pedestrians and vehicles interacting at an intersection could be modeled as a particle system. A manufacturing application for particle system algorithms is a model of automated guided vehicles on a factory floor.
TRAFFIC SIMULATION
Individual particles in particle systems could be modeled as points or as cells which exist over a given amount of area. Sanford et. al. (1995) developed a preliminary model of vehicle traffic as points which uses the animation algorithms developed by Reynolds as a feasibility study. The model consisted of one vehicle which implemented behavioral rules within a "flock" of scripted point vehicles. Sanford et. al. determined it was indeed feasible to develop a traffic simulation model based on principles of complex systems rather than programming global rules to describe the traffic stream.
Currently available traffic software uses points in a procedural programming design to simulate vehicular traffic. The rules are based upon traffic flow theory. CORSIM (Kaman 1996) is a microscopic traffic simulation software developed by the Federal Highway Administration, written in FORTRAN. SimTraffic is another traffic simulation software, developed by Trafficware (Husch 1998) . Advantages of these softwares are that they run on a PC, they models vehicles as individual entities, and they have the option to enter data with a graphical user interface or as a text file. Paramics by Quadstone is also available for modeling large traffic systems on Unix workstations (Quadstone 1998) .
Although vehicles are considered individual entities, pedestrians are modeled by delaying vehicles at an intersection. This may be insufficient for modeling intersections with heavy pedestrian volumes.
One problem with modeling vehicles as points, rather than areas, existing in 2-D space can be detected by viewing the output with animation software. Even though the points representing vehicles do not collide, the areas over which the vehicles exist overlap. demonstrated by the screen shot in Figure 1 .
This problem is

Figure 1: Screen Shot of Traffic Simulation Animation
Cellular automata models of traffic have been developed (Blue et. al. 1996, Nagel and Rasmussen 1995) . The term "cellular automata" comes from defining discrete squares of space, or cells, and each cell has a set of rules that governs its state at each time step automatically. Since the cells occupy areas rather than points, the problem of vehicles colliding due to modeling them as points, rather than rectangles, is eliminated. Cellular automata models are characterized by four features: 1. size of the state space, 2. number of attributes per cell which define the state of the cell, 3. neighborhood of a cell, and 4. local rules.
Although cellular automata models account for vehicles existing over areas rather than points, they still do not account for pedestrians.
PEDESTRIAN MODEL
Schaefer and Cochran (1997) created a preliminary cellular automata model of pedestrians crossing at an intersection. The pedestrians were modeled with a procedural architecture in Visual Basic macros for Excel. A screen shot of the pedestrian animation is shown in Figure 2 . The algorithm for pedestrians crossing at an intersection is as follows.
Schaefer, Mackulak, Cochran and Cherilla
Insert initial pedestrians Place pedestrian hgap cells to the left 1 ) ) ) 1
Basically, pedestrians move toward a goal which is first the crosswalk, then the other side of the street, while avoiding collisions by stopping behind the other pedestrians that are immediately to their left or immediately above them.
Pedestrians can be modeled easily with cellular automata, however the difficulty with integrating pedestrians into a cellular automata model of traffic is the difference in area that a vehicle occupies versus the area that pedestrians occupy. Even if vehicles are modeled as many-celled objects, the difficulty of modeling turning vehicles arises since turning vehicles do not occupy rectangular space parallel to roadways in real world systems. Some type of diagonal rectangular space must be defined or approximated.
BEASTS
A herd of beasts can be simulated as a particle system. Source code for a Java applet of an animation of a herd of beasts was downloaded from the internet (Brogan 1998). The beast animation is modeled as an object-oriented system. The beasts may represent anything from a herd of buffalo to a crowd of people walking in a pedestrian mall. Figure 3 is a screen shot of the animation created by Larry O'Brien. Rule 3) Maintain a minimum distance from those around you Update x & y coordinates according to beast's speed and direction
Since the beasts are modeled as points rather than existing over an area, rule 3 prevents the perimeter of a beast from colliding with the perimeter of another beast or obstacle.
BEASTLY PEDESTRIANS
By changing the rules of the Beast model, the simulation can be transformed to resemble the pedestrian model. A screen shot of the pedestrians is shown in Figure 4 . The algorithm for the navigation of the beasts was adapted from the flocking rules found in Reynolds, 1988 . The rules are shown below.
Application of a General Particle System Model to Movement of
For each time step: Collect locations, speeds, & angular direction of beasts in "sight" range For each beast apply Reynolds's rules:
Rule 1) Match average speed of those in the list of nearby beasts Rule 2) Move towards the perceived center of gravity of the herd
The main difference between this model and the cellular automata model is that pedestrians in this model avoid collisions with other pedestrians by adjusting their speed according to locations, speeds, and angular direction of pedestrians in "sight" range. Sight range is defined by a distance and an angle of vision. In the cellular automata model, pedestrians avoid collisions by stopping behind the other pedestrians that are immediately to their left or immediately above them.
The pedestrian simulation was created by removing Reynolds's navigation rules of the "Beast" code and substituting the following navigation rules.
Rule 1) Maintain a desired speed Rule 2) Move towards a "goal" defined as the other side of the street Rule 3) Maintain a minimum distance from those around you Rule 4) Mom's Rule: Stay out of the street Rule 4, "Mom's Rule," causes pedestrians that would otherwise move to a forbidden zone, in this case the street, to move along the edge, or sidewalk.
The advantage of using an object-oriented approach to model pedestrians is that each object can have an attribute, or variable, which defines its size and shape. Thus pedestrians and vehicles can easily be differentiated from each other. Each object may also have its own set of rules by which it navigates around its environment. The rules are easy to change since each rule consists of only a few lines of code.
AUTOMATED GUIDED VEHICLES
Another advantage of object-oriented programming is the ability to insert different types of objects in the simulation program. The pedestrian rules can be inserted in a model of free-range Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) on a flow shop floor. A screen shot of the AGVs is shown in Figure 5 . The rectangular figures are the machines to which the AGVs are transporting objects (jobs) that need to be processed. # # Figure 5 : Screen Shot of AGVs
The "goal" mentioned in Rule 2 of the pedestrian simulation becomes the next machine in the job's sequence rather than the other side of the street. Instead of staying out of the street as in Rule 4, forbidden areas may be defined as the space over which machines exist. Rule 4 could become:
Rule 4) Stay within the designated pathways
The pathway would be the maze of floorspace around Instead of only AGVs being objects, jobs are also a scenario in which jobs with due scheduled to be transported by e intention of the simulation is to the tardiness of all jobs. The flowchart for the logic applied to each AGV is shown in Figure 6 .
CONCLUSION
With simple modifications, a model of "beasts" can be used to model pedestrians on a street corner. The pedestrian model can be integrated into a traffic simulation software to determine feasible signal timing strategies at intersections with heavy pedestrian volumes. The rules for pedestrian navigation can also be used as navigation rules for AGVs on a factory floor. When creating a model of a particle system, one must be careful when choosing the manner in which to represent entities. If the entities are modeled as points but they represent areas in the real system, the rules must account for appropriate collision detection, otherwise the simulation results may not be If the entities are modeled as cells, the rules may account for entities of varying sizes.
The rules used for the simulations described in this paper are not yet designed to accurately model pedestrians or AGVs, rather to show that systems which seem unrelated at first glance can be modeled with the same 
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